Trail-O day in Denmark
18/11

INVITATION
Pre-O & Temp-O
Edit: 20-okt18
Organiser:

Tisvilde Hegn OK, Ballerup OK, Silkeborg OK

Date:

18/11-2018

Programme:

Sun 18/11 TempO
Sun 18/11 Long, Pre-O

Terrain:

Classic Danish forest and residential neighbourhood. The
forest is in general very flat with almost no contours and
good visibility. It contains open areas with a lot of small
marshes and water channels. Some parts of the forest have
a lot of under vegetation and some areas with bad visibility
as well.
The southern part of the forest has many hills and knolls
and there are many contours on the map. The visibility is
reduced but still good.
The residential neighbourhood is a newly built park area,
built on old barracks area. Very flat with many single trees,
bushes, hedges and playgrounds. The housing blocks are
characterised by its unusual shapes.

Classes:

Only Elite class divided into Para and Open. Classes may
be merged due to few registrations. Only one class at
TempO. Para athletes must bring their own assistance if
needed. The organizing clubs will provide no assistance.

Map:

Farum Lillevang og Garnisonsparken 2018, ISSOM
Map scale 1:4000 or 1:3000, contour interval 2.5m
Mapped this summer 2018 for Trail-O

Punching:

The competition uses SI punching for time registration.
Manual punching for the controls.
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Registration:

Entries preferably by email Andreas-duc@hotmail.com
no later than 11/11.
Write name and club of all competitors, which
competition you want to participate in, number of SIcard and class (Para or Open).

Late entries:

Extra maps will be available on the day of the event
incurring a late entry fee.

Entry Fees:

DKK 50,- a competition or DKK 80 for both competitions
Pay by cash on the day or by mobile pay.

Transportation:

The event center of both competitions will be in the
northwest part of Farum few kilometers away from Farum
train station. Bus 310R, 333 and 335 from either Farum
train station or Allerød train station stops at or close to the
meeting point.
35 minutes from Scanlines Helsingør ferry,
55 minutes from Malmö in Sweden,
30 minutes from Copenhagen Airport.
It is possible to reach the event center by public transport.
Visit http://www.journeyplanner.dk/ for public transport in
order to plan your travel.

Start:

10 AM for the Temp-O and the Pre-O after the Temp-O
competition.
We will try to offer ealier or later start times on request.

Earlier or later
start

Ealier or later starttime is possible on request. If you want
to start earlier or later due to transportation or flight, just
let us know.

Prizes:

The winner(s) of every single competition in both classes
will receive a prize. Prize ceremony just after the
competition.

Final Details and
startlist

Will be available on www.trail-O.dk just before the
weekend.

Event Officials:

Event manager: Andreas Duc Jørgensen & Søren Saxtorph
Course setter: Andreas Duc Jørgensen
Course controller: Søren Saxtorph / Vibeke Vogelius

Contact:

Phone: +45 4158 2122
Mail: Andreas-duc@hotmail.com
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